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THE

PROBLEM OF EXPLOSIONS
IN

COAL MINES.

From a humanitarian point of view as well as in a political and economi-

cal sense it is incumbent upon us that no effort should be lost, no idea

possessing feasibility cast aside untried so long as there exists a chance of

reducing the loss of life which now attaches to this, one of our largest

industries.— Yearly Resume "Engineering," 1880.

*

For the month of February thirty-two accidents were reported to the

Mine Inspector of the Wyoming district, of which number, eleven were

fatal. This is an unusually large number, considering that the mines are

working on half time. " If the Mine Commission which organized at

Mauch Chunk can suggest some plan that will make the mining of coal

less hazardous," said a prominent operator, "it will receive the thanks of all

mankind,"—Philadelphia Record, March 3, 1884.

Legislature of W. Va., Session 1884.

"Mr. Marshall of Craig, offered the following resolution:

"Resolved, that the Committee of Agriculture and Mining be and they

are hereby directed to inquire what legislation is necessary in order to the

better security of the preservation of the lives of employes in mines and

to report the result of their deliberations by bill or otherwise to this House

The resolution was adopted by unanimous vote.



It is quite evident to a casual observer that the methods now in use for

dealing with gas in colliers are not effective in preventing explosions.

—From leader in
ikLondon Engineer," February 14, 1876.

I venture to hold that the saving by considerate precautions of one human
life is worth a hundred princes' ransom.— George M. Eraser, F. G. S.

% before

Society of Engineers.

The Academie des Sciences, (Paris,) France, has appointed a special com-

mission of which Messrs. Azena, Boussingault, and Berthier are members,

to investigate and study the causes of explosions in mines and what can be

done to prevent the same.

—

Bulletin, Acad, des Sci.

MASS MEETING OF MIXERS HELD MARCH 1, 1882, IX UXTSTOXE,
NORTH DERBYSHIRE, ENGLAND.

The following resolution was unanimously adopted and a committee

appointed to present the same to Parliament.

" Resolved, that the miners assembled at this meeting desire to call the

serious attention of Her Majesty's Government to the terrible and alarming

explosions which are destroying so many valuable lives and causing fearful

misery among the mining population, and we do respectfully ask Her
Majesty's Government to pass measures which will prevent the recurrence

of these TERRIBLE HOLOCAUSTS in our mines.-

The German Goverment has appointed a commission, sitting at Bochunu
to investigate the causes of the numerous explosions in mines and to study
what measures may be taken for their prevention.

—

Berlin daily paper, 1884.

"The friend of humanity, however, becomes impatient when he sees how
ONE DREADFUL ACCIDENT FOLLOWS ANOTIII I: and he feels

tempted to call in the assistance of any private persons or societies of men
who are conversant with the question. That an early solution of this

question is urgent every one will admit who only casts a glance upon the sad
list of collier explosions during the year 188* I —Leader, "Engineering"
London, 188 1.

Prof. Warrington Smith, Prof. Tyndall, Prof. Clifton, Mr. Burt, M. P.,

and Mr, Lindsay Wood have been appointed a royal commission
|
England)

to inquire into the causes of explosions in mines and what measures can be
taken to insure greater safety to the miners.— The "Engineer? London, 1882.
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"~VTOTWITHSTANDING legislative measures for the protection of

-^ coal minors, and despite scientific investigations as to the means

by which explosions and consequent loss of life and property may be

.averted, Bcareely a week passes without the recording of a great mine

cai irophe.

The causes of colliery explosions are not obscure, and means for

their prevention are not unknown; but these means have too fn

quently depended on the indeterminate factor of human judgment, and

an error of judgment may here mean a horrible death to the miners

and poverty and suffering to many families, besides the great destruc-

tion of property. No mine owner or manager would willingly expose

bis workmen to a known danger, and his mine to damages or possible

destruction, but a disastrous explosion frequently occurs when both

manager and workmen feel the greatest confidence and security.

Fire Damp—Its Nature.

The tire-damp or explosive gas of coal mines is composed principally

of the simplest compound of the elements carbon and hydrogen; its

nature, and the conditions under which it forms an explosive mixture

with the air, have been well studied. Pure fire-damp, marsh gas, or,

as it is -ailed scientifically, methane, is an odorless gas, only about half

a> heavy as an equal volume of air, consequently it accumulates in

cavities in the roof, and in the higher parts of the mine. Even in

sueh cavities in a well ventilated mine there are often small accumu-

lations of the gas.

It burns in the air with a yellow flame. When it is mixed with

about twenty times its volume of air, the mixture is not explosive

under ordinary circumstances, but as the proportion of marsh gas in-

creases the mixture becomes more explosive, until a maximum of in-

flammability is reached when there is about one volume of marsh ga-

to ten of air. When a tlame is introduced into an atmosphere con-

taining a very smallproportion of marsh gas, the temperature of the

gas is raised to the burning point only where it comes in contact with
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the flame, around which the mixture then burns quietly, producing a
curious spindle shaped cap of a bluish color. When the air contains
only about one-fiftieth of its volume of fire-damp, the cap is very
low and scarcely perceptible

; it rapidly becomes elongated as the
proportion of the combustible gas increases, and attains a height of
several inches as the mixture a] .pruaches the explosive point, then,
when the temperature produce d by this local combustion becomes that
of the firing point of the gaseous mixture, the mime spreads through-
put" the entire volume of gas, and there is an explosion.

• Fire-damp is contained in variable quantity, and under more or
less pressure in nearly all coal beds; when the strata containing the
coal are pierced, the gas at once escapes by the fissures which abound
in coal and its containing strata, and it frequently ooze- from the coalm the mines at every blow of the miner's pick. This disengagement
of gas is often sufficient to produce a buzzing nois, at ev- 7 exposure

°Jt>™^
*Urf*Ce °f COaL Xt naturaI1 v Allows that a CERTAIX

PROPORTION OF FIRE-DAMP ffi PRESENT IN NEARLYEVERY COAX MINE. However, coal beds are permea'ted by
fissures by which gas .nay be led from great distances, and the opening
of such a fissure must necessarily relieve the pressu from crevices
and pockets which connect with it. A blower is then started, and
from such blowers which may follow either a rock-falJ or the ordinary
removal of c~al the gas offen issues in sufficient quantity to render
the atmosphere of a whole mine explosive in an incrediblv short timeand without a momen, warning. ( _s even have occurred when
the volume of gas was sufficient to reverse the direction of ventilation

Explosions—Their Nature.
The explosion of a gaseous mixture is the rapid pronation of -„„

bustiou.throughout its entire volu
; LS^^Eexpansion of the gas by heat. Until recently this ,, < M ,,,, t of:an, was supposed to take place by conduction „f hJ r,', f' cleMn,rtlCe

- ^.
e
l
t":iti°nShad

'

— ie ^ *> the <,uJ
,tarn explosmns which are transmitted with 8uch m>i,li i

duction of flame is inconceivable, and uosatiJa ,or 't
?*

advanced fcascount for;them. IM^fe^^ '

ami others, have carefully studied the vpln,; t, r
^"-^lier,
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influence the force of the explosion. Agitation of the gaseous mix-

ture ;reatly accelerates the combustion: a mixture of marsh gas and

i contained in a wide tube closed at one end, may be ignited at the

open end, and will burn with a quiet Hash into the tube, the explo-

m having a velocity of about thirty inches per second ; in this case

the flame is carried forward by conduction. If, however, the mix-

ture l>e ignited at the closed end of the tube, the velocity of explosion

may n ach nearly eleven hundred feet per second. In this case the

first explosive effect must be reflected back from the closed end of

the tube, and the temperature of the whole mixture must be almost

ii iiiirly raised to the point of ignition : such an effect could not be

produced by conduction of heat, and can only be due to the pressure

produced by the explosion of the first layer of gas ; if the pressure be

iltieient to heat the next layer of gas to the temperature required for

its combustion, there will result a vibratory movement which is -ailed

th": explosive wave, and that such a wave really exists appears to be

i twn by the fact that the explosion travels with a velocity compar-

able to that of sound. It follows that in the combustion of a consid-

erable volume of a mixture containing all the elements for its own

ombustmn, it is only a question of time—a few - •onds may suffice

—

that a quiet propagation of the reaction may be replaced by a most

violent explosion.

These facts enable us to account for the diffi rent effects produced

by the explosion of fire-damp in collieries. The flame may progress

slow I v, with neither noise nor injury to the mine, simply burning and

suffocating those who may be in its path ; it may traverse the whole

mine with almost the rapidity of lightning. If the miner with a

naked flame enter a blind working containing fire-damp, the fired

mixture burns quietly at the rate of—say a yard per second. If,

however, lie enter with a safety-lamp and uncover it at the closed

end of the w - -rking, he fires a mixture in which the explosion may

travel a thousand feet per second, breaking and crushing everything

in its course. The explosive mixture of tire-damp and air may burn

quietly within the Davy lamp, and the flame can not pass through

the c«.< .ling wire gauze if the air be at rest, but let the lamp be placed

in a rapid current of the explosive mixture, and the explosive wave

may be started in the lamp and will then at once be carried to the gas

exterior.

The effects of the explosive wave may be compared to that of an

instantly developed pressure of many tons to the square inch, and

were well illustrated by the explosion of the Pocahontas mine, near
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Lynchburg, Virginia, on the 6th March, 1884. Here the bodies of

the miners were found entirely dismembered or in the attitude of

work or rest ; some with food still in their hands, others still grasping-

the pick;—none in positions which indicated either flight or appre-

hension of danger. In this case death must have been instant.

Explosions—Required Temperature.

Mallard and Le Chatelier have found that the temperature required

for the explosion of a mixture of marsh gas and air is inferior to 1400 c

Fahrenheit. Davy had shown that this mixture is i t exploded by a

white-hot bar of iron, and it has long been held that it could only be-

ignited by contact with flame. Davy's observation was exact, but

when a white-hot bar of iron is introduced into the explosive gas the

latter circulates freely around the bar, and the combustible particles

do not remain in contact with the iron for a sufficient time to become

heated to the burning point. On the contrary, if the explosive mix-
ture be passed into an inverted iron crucible, heated only to redness,

the explosion invariably takes place after the lapse of several seconds,,

for the explosion is instantaneous only at 1800°. Although the fact

of the explosion at a red heat after a short interval is almost inex-

plicable at present, its application is a matter of grave importance.

The gauze of a safety lamp may become red hot at times, and though
it may then remain with impunity for a time in an explosive

atmosphere, at an unforeseen moment, and under uncertain conditions

the gas may be fired, and the origin of the explosion will remain for-

ever a mystery.

Present Means for Prevention of Explo-
sions.

Section I.

—

Inspection.

The mine-laws of nearly all countries have provided that at fixed
intervals,—at least once a day—certain parts of a mine shall be visited
by an experienced inspector or fire-bos^, and that no work shall be car-
ried on in localities in which this inspector shall report the presence of
fire-damp. The fire-boss walks slowly through the gangways, and car-
ries a safety lamp, which he moves slowly up and down in the ping-
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ways and workings, constantly examining the flame ; the presence or

absence of the bluish cap, and its height, if it be present, indicate to

his practiced eye the safety of the atmosphere or the approximate

danger of explosion. He usually makes his rounds before the men

begin work in the morning, and twice in twenty-four hours, if work

be carried on at night as well as by day. The fire-boss explores, and is

required to explore oiily those portions of a mine which the workmen must

necessarily enter ; that is, the gangways and the ivorkings from which coal is

being removed.

Section II.

—

Ventilation.

Besides inspection, the means now most relied upon to insure the

'

safety of mine and miner is ventilation. This is for the two-fold pur-

pose of rendering the atmosphere respirable to the workmen, and the

great and chief one, of so diffusing the fire-damp that it shall not be

explosive.

It is not necessary for us to go into details of the methods and

means employed for "this purpose ; they are well known to all persons

engaged in the practical operations of mining.

There are two methods employed for this purpose: 1. Furnace

Ventilation. 2. Fan Ventilation.

In late years the methods of ventilation have been greatly improved,

especially since the advantages of splitting the air current into sepa-

rate air courses, have been fully recognized.

Absolute Inefficiency of Present Means

for Preventing Explosions.

Section I.—Insuffiency of Inspection.

The present method of inspection has been described above. The

fire-boss goes through that portion of the mine which is being worked

with his safety lamp, and examines the condition of the places. This

is done before the miners descend to work. If the mine be worked

day and night he inspects twice in the twenty-four hours.

Now, it can be clearly shown that this is an inspection which does

NOT inspect at all. For the following reasons

:

1. The greater part of a mine which has been worked for any

length of time consists of unused passages and worked-out chambers.

Here, undisturbed by extraneous interference, the so-called fire-damp
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mainly accumulates; here it sleeps until liberated hence by a variety

of causes. A change in the atmospheric pressure forces out of it-

dwellings the gas, which, being lighter than the air. as uds to the top
of the gangways and passages, and there commingles with it. Now.
these unused pa-sages and worked-out chambers are, as a rule, never
entered by the inspectors, and there is, therefore, a total ignorance of
what may be going on in them. The fire-boss may enter and inspect
the gangways and workings, and find everything correct, he- a use only
a thin stratum of the gas now clings to the top. He has made his in-

spection. After a short time another atmospheric change presses an-
other portion of the lodged £ s into the mainway, or the current of
air which always travels through the mine to ventilate it, disturbs the
gas stratum before it has laid time to diffuse. _\ workman enters; he
carries a light: it comes in contact with the explosive mixture; the
deadly work is done.

Not alone atmospheric changes, but even the vej
j
work nee- ssarily

carried on in the mine may give ris< to the danger.
*

The tiring of the
shots, falling of coal, etc., may so disturb the air in the mine that the
g; accumulated in the unworked chambers will be forced into the
gangways, and there commingling with the air, form an explosive
compound which a spark, produced bj the striking of a pick-axe, will
suffice to ignite and explode.

The met that mines where the worked-out chamber-, etc., are se-
curely sealed by mason-work, do not, in the average, experience one-
fifth of the explosions that mines with unsealed chambers do, is indis-
putable proof of the correctness of the ass rtion here made 'whirl, is
the doctrine of the most experienced English and continental mining
en neers. It is true that even the chambers which are worked maymwe a umulated, if the same 1 not worked through the niehl a
ufficient quantity of gas during these twelve hours to cause great cau-

tion on the part of men and officers; but during working time id , it

wl a co inssions occur, the gas can not accumulate in those cham-
-

:

there is no time for it so to do. THEREFORE the inspection is
absolutely insufficient, because that part of th< „,;„, ,

,W/ (/u
eat: nger threatens is never impeded,

2. It has been already stated in the section on 6«Miamp that this
g is always pre.-,-,,, in coal mines in greater or I,-,,- ,.„:luti , v
There are Bssur,

,
in all coal .seams and in the a* panvi -,,-a.a',and partmnlarly in t ,e vicinity ., ,„„,,.. Tll ,, „,^ ^with wnhp. under p.-^ure, and partly „| . with wato, andfrom them the gas raies violently if struct by the workings*,,

I
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After first emptying such a fissure it may continue to be supplied

with gas, which is continually led from the adjoining seams, and the

length of time during which the flow of ga- is maintained will depend

upon the extent of the fissure and the number of beds it crosses.

The gas escaping from the coal has a tendency to mix by diffusion

not only With the air current, but also with the air in the adjoining

gob and to accumulate as fire-damp in the open spaces in it. These

accumulations in the gob are further supplied by the escape of gas

from pillars, from benches not mined and from the walls.

Mr. Thomas say.- thus: "The reason why fire-damp remaius in the

form of an explosive mixture in holes in the top is that it is fed more

quickly than diffusion proceeds. The ventilating current not affeetin

it to any great extent."

Now although it be true that at the time of the Inspection, the gas

may not be in an explosive state, and only a thin stratum covering the

roof, such as has been shown to be always present, still there is one

great factor, which inspection does not seem to take into account ami

which may at any moment, at any time of the day or night, unex-

pectedly and without forewarning make the mine a smoulderiu

volcano, requiring but a slight oversight, or not even that, the firing

of a blast, the striking of a pick-axe, to burst out in a terrible explosion

and destroy all within. We mean the influence of a change in atmos-

pheric pressure.

Says Thomas: "It has ever been recognized that the ga> known as

fire-damp escap< - more readily under the influence of low barometric

pressure."

It is seen thus that a change in the barometric presnire will have

a derided effect upon the fire-damp in the mine—consequently upon

the safety of the mine.

Moreover, the temperature also has a decided influence on the

condition of the gases. Mr. Thomas, after a detailed statement show-

ing the effects of change in temperature closes thus: "And on com-

paring the effect side by side with the considerations respecting the

variations due to barometric pressure it will become evident that

although the latter has usually to bear the ill name of being the

miner's dread, the temperature should occupy his attention in an equal

degree."

The following condensed table, taken from Mr. Galloway, F. G. S.,

strikingly demonstrates the great effect barometric ami thermometric

fluctuations have in causing explosions.
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Number of Due to Fluct. of Due to Fluct. of

Year. Explosions. Barometer. Thermometer. Other Causes.

1868 154 47 per cent. 27 per cent. 26 per cent.

1869 200 48 " " 17 " " 35

1870 196 50 " " 24 " " 26

1871 207 58 " " 19 " " 26

1872 233 58 " " 17 " " 25

U it

ii it

ti u

Therefore Inspection as now practiced is absolutely inef-

ficd^nt and almost useless, for the danger is continuous, present

all the time, and inspection, to be efficient, would have to be inces-

sant, and distributed throughout the whole mine.

Section II.

—

Inefficiency of Ventdlation to Prevent Ex-

plosions.

Ventilation is to-day the chief agent relied upon to remove the dan-

gerous fire-damp and thus render the mine safe. Still it will be clearly

shown that even this is insufficient at present to accomplish the pur-

pose named, despite the great improvements that have been made
therein in the last ten years.

The "Iron" of February 13, 1875, speaking of ventilation says:

"Still explosions happen and probably will happen, and the best ven-

tilated colliery is not absolutely proof against them."

The "Engineer" of February 6, 1876, lamenting over the many ex-

plosions occuring the past year, expresses itself more forcibly : "But
all shows that the best ventilated colliers with immense currents of
air urged through them are not safe from these explosions, and the use

of the Davy and Stephenson lamps proved very poor preventions of

explosions
!

"

Two very serious obstacles are in the way—and they cannot be
removed by human agency—which prevent ventilation from success-

fully accomplishing the purpose for which it is intended.

Every mine is ventilated to a certain extent ; a certain amount of
fresh air is forced into the mine and the current of air so created
travels with a certain velocity and with a certain force. But neither
must be too strong ; if the current be too great the new danger may
arise that the fire-damp carried along by the air current mav pass
through the safety lamps of the miners and the local explosion therein
occuring be carried through the wire gauze and cause a general explo-
sion. Or even the flame alone of the safety lamp carried by the miner
may, in too strong a current, be carried through the wire gauze and
thus cause a catastrophe. This fact has been clearly shown by Dr.
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Pareira, who demonstrated that if the safety lamp be only suddenly

jerked in the hand, the flame would pass through the wire gauze and

ignite an explosive mixture; and Davy himself di laimed 1 mg
invented a lamp which would stand air currents of \;irv ig velocity.

The current is sufficient under ordinary circin turn and if the tire

boss, after hia fcour of inspection, reports that a danf quantity of

fire-damp has accumulated in a certain part of the mine, the current of

air is directed to that point with redoubled force and no miner allow i

to enter that part until everything ha- In t found corred tin and

the ventilating current resumed its ordinary force and w

The first obstacle lay.- in the inihn nee which chanj in atmospheric

temperature as well as atmospheric pri sure have on ventilation itself

as well as on the nunc gases. One of the latest authorities u this

subject, J, \V\ Thomas, F. C« S points >ut the dan which threaten

ventilation direct!) from chang in at jphn c temperature: En

the autumn, winter, spring) and indeed frequently during th< uaimer

the temperature of 'I"- air differs considerably, being higher in thi

day than in the night. In Decembc ranuary, I
'• bruary and M ch

weather is often experienced during which there is a sharp fi rt at

night with a bright -un in the day—one day t } i
#

• then •meter maj

rise to 50° F. and at night be as lo« a
,Q

/ tnd on the following

day 40° F and continue to rise and fall in rly, A difference of

20° F. will affect the ventilating current in a very appi table manner,

much more in fart than is usually credited.
11

Hut the eflR * a

ili-creased atmospheric pressure is still greater, and of i re <l us

influence. It has already been shown in the pr Bding tha

under a decrease of at ni' pri ure, the outpour of gat reatly

increased. A seam or \- in o#< J is practi illyan immense re>ervoir

of gas which contains the same, in many instances, in incredibli jiiau-

tities. The pressure under which the gases are pent U] - vmous.

Scientists who have macV careful research in this lirection esti] te it

from 40 to t><> iitmosphi " -. -"'>" ven as h i as LOO. A decrease in

atmospheric pressure means a depi t* the power which holds the

gases imprisoned, and the outflow is ti greatesl when the

barometer is lowest; but tl are a host of < nlitic • chin their

way alter the volume of the outfl w, such as the nature of the >»al
j

the nature ami magnitn of the seams, the tl knees the vem, th

i|uautit\ ot' _ i- aln adj given off by the \< in and thei I the gn fe-

lu'ssottlu- pressure, etc., etc.—ail of which i lei ta at calcuuv

tioii futile, more so as on. part of the mine m dil ted 1

a fall <>f tin- barometer of ev< u h - than half an inch whilst th ter
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part will not show any material alteration in the quantity of emitted

gas.

It is obvious, therefore, that a ventilating current .sufficient to dilute

and carry off a certain quantity of gas will prove insufficient to carry

-»ff a four, or as often happens, a six-fold quantity. The result must

1 that the gangways will be full of gas, which undergoing a rapid

diffusion with the ventilating current, will he a source of UN K XOWX
DANGER. "From the very nature of coal mine ventilation the

effects, however initially small, necessarily become cumulative. Nor

are the effects of rapid change in pressure confine' 1 alone to the dif-

fusion of fire-damp. The ventilation itself is anVied by barometri«

alteration. So that three distinct trains of causation tending in the

same direction to render a fiery pit more dangerom at the time of a

barometric fall may be co-operative—namely, diminished repression of

escape of gases, vapours from the coal, altered conditions of diffusion

.into the air of the workings, disturbances in the amount of the venti-

lation supposed usually adequate for their safety. We pa- by here

many other conditions known to be productive of explosions, such as

the expansion of a umulated fire-damp in the cavities called goaves,

also due to change of pressure."

A sudden rise of the barometer is also fraught with great danger.

The gas accumulated in mi worked chambers, goaves, etc., is driven

out unexpectedly, and often out of one place in large quantities; the

diffusion occurs in the frequented gangways and the miner a— ured

that everything is safe, that no danger threatens, may open his lamp,

or run with the closed lamp, in the dangerous current, in an opposite

direction and a fearful explosion must result.

We do not take into consideration anv damage which may acci-

dentally occur to the ventilating apparatus. On this point we only

quote from " Coal, Mine Gases, and Ventilation i" "It may be argued

that it is absurd to calculate upon any accident oceuring to the fan or

engine driving it just at the period mentioned, but fate rules that mis-

fortunes are cumulative and do not come singly and the mere fact of

increasing the velocity by a few extra revolutions per minute may
determine a break down."

Not the least source of danger even with the most reliable venti-

lation and one which has already been alluded to in the preceding

section are the concussions which occur during the whole working

time in every worked part of the mine. Shots are tired, large pieces

of coal fall in consequence, the coal cars run to and fro, all this and
other work creates more or less atmospheric disturbance, and how well
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these commotions of the air facilitate the outflow of gas out of holes

nod goaves aud the commingling of gas strata on the top of roof with

the air of the gangways, the following illustration will best show :

a bowl is held upside down and the hollow filled with gas ; it will

diffuse only in a given time, and a burning candle held near to it on

the side will not set fire to the gas, but disturb the air around it so

that the waves reach the gas under the bowl, the displacement will

be quick, and quicker as the waves are stronger.

Mr. Galloway, F. G. S., in his history of coal mining, published in

1883, thus strongly expresses himself: "After all has been done that

can be done to reduce the risk of explosion by ample and unceasing ventila-

on
9
good angemmts, careful and unremitMrig vigUanee^ the use of safety

lamps that would not jjoss explosion in a rapid current^ even supplemented

by the abolition of shot firing , and the elimination of ventilating furncus*

certain (mdirigencies remain ivhieh may at any time lead to disaster, urdei

indeed acmriuihitlom of gas can be ^ecktaUy! prevented from taking ph ,"

We call the attention of our readers to the following letter, which

clearly and decisively demonstrates the absolute inefficiency of the

1 1 resent methods :

March 14, 1884.

To the Editor of" The State ;"

DEAR SIR,—Your paper of yesterday brought us the first information

of the great mine disaster at Pocahontas, Tazewell county, Va., a disaster

that in the distraction of human lives that accompanied it will rank among

the greatest accidents of this character that have ever happened in this

country.

I write to say that I know this mine thoroughly, as I do the whole

region where it is situated. I visited the place where the mine is before

it was opened, and have visited and inspected it carefully several times

since mining operations began there, and I must say that I was never

more surprised than when I read this morning, in the State, of the great

explosion and loss of life that had there occurred. How this happened is

past my comprehension for, to begin with, the mine is ail above water

level, the coal bed is of unusual thickness (over ten feet), the mine is per-

fectly dry, and the arrangements, from the beginning of mining there, that

have been in operation to secure thorough ventilation, were among the

very best in the country, in fact some of the best of our mining engineers

have remarked to me on the exceptionally good condition of ventilation

in these mines.

Anyone familiar with what has been done at Pocahontas will not hesitate

to say that Superintendent W. A. Lathrop ami the Southwest Virginia Im-

provement Company (the owner of the mines) have done, from the very

first, everything that discretion and skill could suggest to render minin

operations at Pocahontas not only safe, but agreeable.

JED. HOTCHKrSS.

D
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What Is Needed ?

In the preceding chapter it has been clearly shown that the ONLY
thing needed to prevent explosions is a forewarning of the threatening

danger arising from accumulated firedamp in the gangways, etc., fre-

quented by the men. But this forewarning can not result from an in-

spection made once, or at the most, twice a day, for the danger may

arise at any moment. It follows, therefore, that the only remedy to

prevent the occurrence of these frightful calamities would be a constant-

and incessant inspection of every part of the mine; in other words, if

the inspection should actually prevent the accumulation of ga.% and

which no less an authority than Mr. Galloway consider- the SOLE
REMEDY, fire inspectors must be stationed at intervals throughout the

whole mine during the whole working time, and they test the sur-

rounding air with their safety lamps at least every half hour. Inspec-

tion so carried out would certainly accomplish the object ; for, what-

ever change might occur, either through increase or decrease of at-

mospheric pressure, through concussion, the opening of seams, etc, it

would at once be noted by the inspector, who would immediately

notify the superior officer, and proper measure would be at once

taken for averting the danger.

Against such an inspection, carried out by human beings, there are

two great objections; the first is the great cost entailed upon a mine

for so large a number of trustworthy and reliable inspectors. The

second and most serious objection is, that even witli a large and well-

trained force such a constont and untiring msp<<tion as the nature of

things here require-, is an absolute impossibility by human a acy.* A
moment of forgetfulnes- a necessitated al>-<nce from the post for a

time, and the whole outlay, expense and force might be in vain.

The truth of this assertion is strikingly demonstrate! on railroads. No-

where is there more sj stem and better organization. The men are posted as

to their duties; the situation of affairs is in their hands, and depends upon

their watchfulness alone—no such sudden and unforeseen complications, which

are beyond human agency and human calculation, as in coal mining. And
still men have been found wanting

; and railroads, wherever possible, are

supplying their plates by automatic contrivances.

" In fact, the history of railway operation shows that the best of men are

liable at timfcs to become confused mentally, for only a moment perhaps, but

sufficiently long to result in accident, and possibly, loss of property and life."

—Discussion Association Railway Superintendents. Railway Agtj May 8,

.1884.
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If, however, these numerous human inspectors, with all the fail-

ings of mortal beings, could be replaced by a machine, an automatic
contrivance that would do all, and more than men can do, in fact

<tn inspector who never sleeps, wfio never fails in his duty, who is ah rays at

his post, THE PROBLEM WERE SOLVED.
Wherever automatic apparatus, depending on natural laws, can

he substituted for human muscle and mind, the uncertainties of

a fluctuating personal equation become replaced by mathematical
« -

precision

Necessary Requisite.

When the problem to be solved is the saving of life, the object of

an automatic contrivance must necessarily be limited to a timely

warning of danger. Many attempts have been made to construct ap-

paratus for the automatic detection of fire-damp, but while these

have been more or less successful as mere detectors, they have all been

•either entirely too delicate, indicating a quantity of fire-damp almost

inappreciable by the flame test, or they have been entirely uutrust-

ivorthy.

An automatic fire-damp indicator should not indicate the presence

of a mere trace of the gas ; as has already been stated, a trace is al-

most invariably present in most mines. The apparatus should be so

•contrived that it will indicate the SAFE or DANGEROUS condition

of the atmosphere in the mines. Since the fire-damp accumulates

near the roofs of galleries and chambers, and the atmosphere first be-

comes explosive at these points, the fire-damp indicator should be

-adapted to indicate the explosive or non-explosive character of the

air at the highest points in the workings. It should be entirely under

the control of the manager or superintendent of the mine, and should

report its own condition ; that is, whether it has been tampered with,

jieglected, or is in good working order.
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The Electric Fire-Damp Indicator.

ALL these requirements are fulfilled by the Electric Fire-damp

Indicator. This apparatus depends on the fact that an explosive

mixture of air and fire-damp may be fired by the passage of an elec-

tric spark, in a box having wire gauze Avails, that the explosion so

produced ma\ be confined to the interior of the box. and may be

made to indicate itself by setting in motion a clock-work movement

which reports to the office or engine-room.

The apparatus consists of a double metallic box, of which the form

is a matter of indifference; the preferable shape is a double iron cyl-

Fig. I.

The Electric Fire Damp Indicator as it appears
when placed in position.

iuder, the external one being four inches in diameter and six inches

in length ; iwo opposite faces are double wall- of wire gauze. A clock-

work is placed between the walls of these two boxes or cylinders.

The an ire gauze is double, and the double-walls are separated by a

little space, because fine coal dust will settle on the exterior. This coal

dust will not penetrate to the interior gauze, within which the explo-

sion is confined, and the exterior gauze may he cleaned at such inter-

vals as may be required by the peculiar circumstances of the mine.

Within the double-hox are arranged two insulated wires, separated

by a little space, and connected by well insulated wires with the ter-

minals of a Ruhmkortf coil, or other apparatus, capable of producing

an electric spark, £o that a spark may be produced in the box at

pleasure. Close to the wires is stretched a silk thread, one end of
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and the mine is extended, additional indicators must be introduced and

located at such points as may be deemed advisable by the manager.

Where the long-wall - -tern is adopted, and worked-out chambers are

filled up, the indicators from such portion,- of the mine may, of course.

be removed, and may be placed in new workings, but the indica-

tors should not be removed from worked-out portion- which are

left open. As has been said, such places are not visited by the fire-

boss in his dailv rounds, but at times thev are entered by miners, and

many fatal accidents have been due to this* cause. In such galleries

as many indicators should be allowed to remain as will guard against

xplosion.

lu one case, while the atmosphere of two parallel galleru - was free

from fire-damp, and had been safely traversed by the fire boss and

miners, there was an abandoned connecting gangway, hardly more than

a rod in length, in which the atmosphere was explosive; a miner

made a short cut through this passage with an1 uncovered flame and

a fatal explosion followed. An indicator at this place would have

given warning of the pre- nee of fire-damp, and the consequent

necessity of ventilation.

It is not claimed for this apparatus that it will entirely obviate the

necessity of personal inspection, nor thai it- maintenance in a mine

will be absolutely without expens. . In a matter which concerns the

lives of hundreds of workmen, and the support of their dependent

families, and where the security of so much property is involved,

expense should be of secondary importance. This apparatus will

introduce a new and valuable factor in the security of the mine)-, and

it certainly will not add to the cost of inspection.

The indicator boxes can always he placed where water will not fall

n therm and tin clock-work which they contain is of such a simple

nature that it cannot readily get, out of order. A regular examination

of the whole system must be made at intervals depending on the

haracter of the mine: and where roof-falls and sliding pillars are

infrequent the apparatus will require hut little attention. The clock-

work being operated on a closed circuit, an accident which destmvs
» *

the continuitv of the wire is at once signalled l>v the annunciator.

The lo< aji.-x of the instbi ments, ahu stment of connection,
ami periodic inspection will not require an electrical expert', nil can

he a< , (]>lisl ' without difficulty by tin inspector of the mn>- . and it

''I't/n 1>. I not only that the Electrical Fire-damp Indicator

wiU gi diminish the unmix, of mine explosions, but that tin appa-
III become a »<< ity and part of tin plant of every <-<»il mine.
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